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Abstract
The use of bitter herbs in treatment of digestive disorders is common to
many traditional healing systems. This article will reason that improvements
of wellbeing after ingesting bitters are due to reflex physiological responses
elicited by oral receptors. Any improvement is certainly not a placebo effect
even if science has had been slow in determining the bitter tastant mechanism
of activity. The article gives an update on oropharyngeal taste physiology, an
overview of the digestive process emphasizing postprandial hyperemia, an
evidence based critical review of the suggested mechanisms by which bitters
support digestion and suggestions as to when and why bitters can be applied for
digestive and cardiovascular problems. Through understanding the mechanism
by which traditional medicines work, we can both substantiate traditional usage
and refine our tools. This knowledge allows us to extend traditional preparations
to other pathologies. Our traditional knowledge base is large, but to investigate it
we need experimental models sensitive enough to detect physiological changes
that do not involve agents that block physiological activity. The studies presented
in this article give only a glimpse of the effect bitters have on the body. Much is
still to be discovered within the chemosensory world of tastants.
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The use of bitter herbs in treatment of digestive disorders is
common to many traditional healing systems. This article will
reason that an improvement of wellbeing after ingesting bitters
is due to reflex physiological responses elicited by oral receptors.
Any improvement is certainly not a placebo effect even if science
has had been slow in determining the bitter tastant mechanism of
activity [1,2]. This article will provide

Reports indicate that bitter compounds, found in some of the
best known bitter remedies stimulate multiple bitter receptors
(hTAS2Rs). For example, absinthin stimulates the hTAS2Rs 10, 14,
46 and 47; amarogentin stimulates the hTAS2Rs 1, 4, 39, 43, 46, 47
and 50; Andrographolide stimulates the hTAS2Rs 46, 47 and 50;
caffeine stimulates the hTAS2Rs 7, 10, 14, 43 and 46; humulone
isomers stimulates the hTAS2Rs 1, 13 and 40; picrotoxinin
stimulates the hTAS2Rs 1, 10, 14, 46 and 47; quassin stimulates
the hTAS2Rs 4, 10, 14, 46 and 47; quinine stimulates the hTAS2Rs
4, 7, 10, 14, 39, 40, 43, 44, and 46 [4].

iv. Suggestions as to when and why bitters can be applied for
digestive and cardiovascular problems.

Oropharyngeal Taste Physiology

This information is important to therapists because it presents
the concept that different bitters may elicit distinct neural
signaling and elicit distinct reflex responses. However, it is widely
accepted that there is only one representation of bitterness at
the level of awareness so does the hTAS2R signaling merge at
the cellular level to produce one bitter neuron or do 25 separate
bitter neurons emerge from the TRC and merge somewhere in the
brain? These two alternatives are referred to as the across-fiber
pattern model and the label-lined model [5].

Tastes buds containing taste receptors cells (TRC) are located
in the oropharyngeal cavity to provide information about ingested
material. The molecular structures of the oropharyngeal TRCs
have been identified: G protein coupled receptors (GPRC) for the
bitter, sweet and umami tastes and ion channels for the salty and
sour tastes. The human genome encodes more than 30 GPRCs and
25 of these are involved with the bitter taste [3].

Digestion is a process that takes over time and involves the
secretion of saliva, swallowing, movement of the bolus along the
esophagus, gastric distension, gastric secretions, gastric emptying,
pancreatic secretions, gallbladder contractions, small intestine
secretions, small intestine movement, absorption of nutrients,
etc. These functions all require blood to supply nutrients to the
metabolically active cells and blood to remove metabolic wastes

i. An update on oropharyngeal taste physiology;

ii. an overview of the digestive process emphasizing
postprandial hyperemia;

iii. an evidence based critical review of the suggested
mechanisms by which bitters support digestion; and
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as well as to remove the absorbed nutrients. Consequently,
the splanchnic blood flow is a major limiting factor for normal
digestion.

Digestion involves three distinct phases. The initial phase, the
cephalic phase, involves thought, anticipation, sight, smell, taste,
mouth sensations and swallowing [6]. Nevertheless, the extent of
cephalic phase responses after decreases in the following order:
swallowing > mastication > taste > smell > sight > thought [7].
Increases of flow in the celiac artery begin during the cephalic
phase and continue for approximately 10 to 15 minutes after
ingestion, a period referred to as the gastric phase [8]. During
the gastric phase the ingested material triggers tension sensitive
mechanoreceptors which stimulate gastric relaxation and stomach
secretions via intrinsic and vago-vagal pathways. It is thought that
there is minimal chemosensory activity in the stomach [9]. When
gastric emptying begins, the flow in the celiac artery returns to
pre-ingestion levels, the gastric phase ends and the intestinal
phase starts. The intestinal phase is characterized by an increased
blood flow in the superior mesenteric artery [8] and can last for
more than four hours [10]. Blood flow may increase from 800 to
1000mL/minute in the celiac artery during the gastric phase and
from 500 to 1400mL/minute in the superior mesenteric artery
during the intestinal phase [11].
The circulatory response to the ingestion of foods and drink,
known as postprandial hyperemia, has been extensively studied in
both humans [12,13] and dogs [14] during the 1980s and 1990s.
Researchers reported that, for healthy individuals, postprandially
both heart rate and cardiac output increased, blood pressure was
unchanged while vascular peripheral resistance decreased [13].
The magnitude of the cardiovascular effects was directly related
to meal size, with only the largest meal affected calf blood flow.
Furthermore, It was reported that, while a high carbohydrate
meal and a high fat meal elicited similar cardiac changes, the fat
meal had a more prolonged effect on calf blood flow than did the
carbohydrate meal [12].
Until recently it was assumed that the only postprandial
cardiac response is an increase in heart rate, however contraction
force (dP/dt) can also increase blood pressure postprandially
[15]. The increased dP/dt is of such intensity that resultant
elevations of blood pressure lead to decreases of heart rate even
as cardiac output remains unchanged. In cardiovascular studies,
dP/dt is frequently overlooked parameter [16].

An inadequate postprandial hemodynamic response, due
either to cardiac insufficiency or a drop in vascular peripheral
resistance as the circulatory volume increases due to extra flow to
the splanchnic circulation can be disastrous for the body resulting
in both digestion and circulatory dysfunction. Postprandial
hypotension is defined as a drop in systolic pressure of ≥ 20
mmHg, or a decrease below 90 mmHg, within 2 hours of eating.
Postprandial hypotension can result in falls, syncope, coronary
events and strokes [17] and it is associated with both coronary
events and overall mortality [18,19]

Bitter Tastant Theories

The “vagal-stimulation” or “cephalic response” theory
“Bitter stimuli pass primarily by way of the glossopharyngeal
nerve to a special group of cells in the cerebral cortex. The
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taste is interpreted there as bitter, and causes stimuli to be
forwarded through the vagus nerve to both the salivary gland
and the stomach …. This stimulation of the digestive processes
enhances the appetite” [20]. This is the most popular theory
amongst writers of herbal texts and probably nearly all herbal
practitioners would support it. It is endorsed in the following
influential literatures Natural Remedies. Their Origins and uses
[21], rational Phytotherapy. A Reference Guide for Physicians
and Pharmacists [22], Principles and Practice of Phytotherapy.
Modern Herbal Medicine [23] and the European Medical Agency
(EMA) Assessments of Artemisia absinthium L. [24] and Gentian
lutea L. [25].
One group of pharmacologists [22] citing earlier work
[26] proposed that “bitter principles act reflexively on the
cardiovascular system causing a decrease of in heart rate and
cardiac stroke volume” i.e. increase vagal tone However, the
statistical analysis upon which this concept is based has been
shown to be faulty, and there is no evidence from cardiovascular
research indicating that bitter tastants increase vagal tone [27].

Despite the strong belief of many authors in this mechanism,
after an extensive review the EMA assessment concluded for
Gentian lutea “it is well-known that the bitter constituents
stimulate the gustatory nerves in mouth and possibly increase
the secretion of gastric fluid and bile, thereby enhancing appetite
and digestion, while the detailed molecular mechanism of such
activities is still to be investigated” [25]. This means that despite
a widespread belief in this mechanism, there is insufficient
evidence to support the “vagal-stimulation” or “cephalic
response” theory. Yet, it should also be noted that while It is well
accepted that cephalic phase responses influence digestion [28]
tools to measure digestive secretions are not routinely available
for researchers [29].

Local-response

Bitter tastants “act directly on the mucosa of the upper part of
the gastrointestinal tract and especially on the bitter receptors of
the tongue stimulating the release of saliva and gastric juices” [2].
This view is favored by non-practitioners and pharmacologists,
but is perhaps nothing more than a non-vagal proposal to explain
the observed activity of bitters. This view does receive support
from the observation that taste receptors are located throughout
the rodent gut [30], referred to as the diffuse chemosensory
system [31]. However, it is widely believed that there are few
sensory cells located in the stomach wall [9] and any sensory cells
beyond the stomach are unlikely to be active in the gastric phase
of digestion. Some proponents of the vagal theory accept that local
stimulation may adjunct cephalic responses [20,25] others state
that if bitter tastants are to be effective “they must be tasted” [23].

Circulatory support

Over a 100 years ago in the book Materia Medica, Pharmacy,
Pharmacology and Therapeutics, it was proposed that the
mechanism by which bitters influence digestion was as follows:
“the appetite is sharpened because the gustatory nerves are
stimulated; this reflexively leads to dilation of the gastric vessels
and to an increase in the gastric and salivary secretions” [32].
Similarly, Weiss proposed that “the appetite-inducing action of
bitters is probably due to improved circulation in the abdominal
organs” [33] Weiss also referred to action of bitters as sympathetic
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stimulation and suggested that the tonic action of bitters was the
result of repeated sympathetic stimulation of the nervous system.

Evidence

My research group carried out a series of studies to test the
above theories. In the first two we examined the effect of regular
arabica coffee (containing circa 130mg caffeine), decaffeinated
arabica coffee and caffeine (133mg) capsules [34,35].
Decaffeinated coffee, containing quinides, which are responsible
for coffees bitter taste [36], had no effect on cardiovascular
parameters whereas regular coffee, containing both caffeine
and quinides, increased heart rate for at least 30 minutes.
These studies reported that caffeine stimulates oropharyngeal
hTAS2Rs, eliciting a sympathetic response, while the quinides,
which produce the same hedonic bitter response, elicited no
cardiovascular response. Caffeine capsules after opening in gut
elicited a decrease in arterial compliance and an increase diastolic
pressure, 10-15 minutes post-ingestion, but only during the time
it was present in the stomach (<15 mins). This confirms the
presence of hTAS2R receptors in the stomach.
In the next study, we tested the impact of fluid extracts (500 and
1500mg) and encapsulated (1000mg) preparations of Artemisia
absinthium and Gentiana lutea. In contrast to the caffeine capsules,
the encapsulated bitters elicited no cardiovascular response. The
differing responses produced by bitters demonstrates again that
there is no generalized bitter effect in the gut and emphases that
just because hTAS2Rs are present in the gut we cannot infer that
all 25 types are present or that they elicit a systemic response.
On the other hand, the bitter fluid preparations elicited increases
in vascular peripheral resistance demonstrating that two bitters,
well-known for their support of the digestive processes, stimulate
oropharyngeal hTAS2Rs eliciting reflex autonomic responses that
alter postprandial hemodynamic. Furthermore, the increases
of vascular peripheral resistance resulted in a reduction of
the cardiac workload. Thus, the response elicited by the taste
of Artemisia absinthium and Gentiana lutea can support the
postprandial hyperemia by increasing vascular tonus and reduce
demands on the heart. In the statistical analysis, differences were
obtained between the pre- and post-ingestion 5-10 minutes
(placebo controlled). Later, we also compared the between the
pre- and post-ingestion 25-30 minutes (placebo controlled) and
found no difference. This does not necessary mean that the bitter
effect is short-lived because after circa 30 minutes in the upright
posture, there cardiovascular accommodations that increase
peripheral vascular resistance and act as a confounder [37].

The Application of Bitters Digestive and Cardiovascular
Problems
One of the key findings of the above studies is that there is no
generalized bitter effect, so the hedonics of taste do not indicate
potential reflex responses. This indicates that at some point in the
neural messaging from the mouth to the awareness centers, the
neural transmissions from the different TAS2Rs must converge.
This converge point/s does not lie in the oropharyngeal cavity as
different bitter tastants elicit different cardiovascular responses.
Consequently, neural transmission from the oropharyngeal bitter
receptors to the medulla is partially or completely labelled-lined
[38].
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Types of usage
The use of bitter herbs which act to support digestion is likely
to be limited to situations where postprandial hyperemia is
inadequate:

Acute situations: E.g. overindulgence as occurs with parties and
feasts. The overindulge temporary overwhelms the cardiovascular
capacity and does not reflect the normal capacity to adequately
to digest meals. Symptoms may include bloating, nausea, gastric
reflux or even vomiting, heart palpitations, heart attack, syncope,
stroke, night sweats and headaches. The symptoms experienced
occasionally may be more intensive than those of chronic sufferers
who tend to limit meal size intake to avoid discomfort. Thus, most
people, even children, with normal cardiovascular capacity will
benefit from these bitters if they have acute digestive problems.
Pathological chronic situations: Pathological chronic
situations such as dyspepsia, heart conditions, diabetes, postural
hypotension and postprandial hypotension may benefit from the
use of bitters increasing peripheral vascular resistance. As in all
treatments of pathologies, individual responses may vary widely
and increases in peripheral vascular resistance are dependent
on an intact sympathetic nerve transmission to the circulatory
resistance vessels. This treatment may provide a useful adjunct
to other treatments with the herbs having the advantage of
low toxicity. Although Artemisia absinthium has a reputation
for toxicity this opinion does not hold up to scrutiny [39] and a
45% alcohol percolation extract of this plant does not contain
measurable levels of essential oils, such as thujone [15], a result
consistent with other research [40].

Gastroparesis: Gastroparesis is a condition where there is a partial
paralysis of the stomach muscles. This results in delayed gastric
emptying and causes food to remain in the stomach. Symptoms
include boating, nausea, vomiting, heart palpitations, poor
appetite, gastric reflux, weight loss, night sweats and headaches.
Gastroparesis is a problem for longstanding diabetic patients, as
well as much other pathology. An open study using a traditional
Japanese bitter tasting herbal compound, Rikkunshi, indicated
that it enhanced gastric emptying for a group of medicated
Parkinson’s patients diagnosed with gastroparesis [41]. The study
was conducted over 12 weeks and the participant’s mean age was
70 years. Symptom improvement included improved appetite and
reduced bloating. Similarly, a systemic review of the effects of the
Chinese herbal compound, Xiangshaliujunzi Decoction, reported
improved gastric emptying and reduced symptoms following
treatments for 2 to 8 weeks [42]. Both these combinations contain
similar plants, including the bitter tasting Atractylodis species.
Whether these preparations acted directly in the stomach or by
increasing vascular peripheral resistance and facilitating gastric
emptying is difficult to differentiate, however gastric emptying is
dependent on adequate postprandial hyperemia.

Postprandial hypotension: Elderly people often lose their
appetite and the initiate behavior patterns that justify this
situation. In elderly homes, we hear comments that “the meals are
uninteresting”, “the meals are too large”, “I don’t like that”, “today
I am not hungry”, “the food is tasteless” etc. while at the same
time the elderly are losing weight and getting shorter. I suggest
that many elderly have a comprised postprandial hyperemia
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due to a failing cardiovascular system which is causing them to
slowly starve. Postprandial hypotension was first described only
in 1977 [43] and it is difficult to detect clinically unless blood
pressure measurements are taken after meals. The prevalence
in institutionalized elders has been estimated at 25%-38%
[17] although a study in Holland reported a prevalence of 67%
amongst geriatric patients [44]. One study concluded that “in
older low-level-care residents, postprandial hypotension is an
independent predictor of all-cause mortality with no added
predictive value explained by other blood pressure indices:
orthostatic hypotension, hypertension, pulse pressure or mean
arterial pressure” [18]. As Artemisia absinthium and Gentiana
lutea increase vascular peripheral resistance, which acts to
increase blood pressure and reduce cardiac workload they have
the potential to reduce the burden of postprandial hypotension.

Tonic activity: the use of bitter herbs is associated with a tonic
effect [33] i.e. an gradual and permanent increase in vitality and
wellbeing over time. This effect can be explained on the basis
that by increasing the digestive capacity, both the appetite and
nutrition status can improve. But there are other areas that may
also be affected. If the digestive system organs have been suffering
from relative ischemia over many years, the increase in blood
flow provided by improved postprandial hyperemia can remove
accumulated metabolic wastes and improve organ function. Also,
by improving postprandial hyperemia by increasing vascular
peripheral resistance, the requirements on the heart are reduced
and there is a greater blood flow to the brain and all other organs
during the postprandial period.

Dosage

The dosages studied were 100mL water flavored with 500mg
and 1500mg in fluid extract form with the higher dose producing
the larger effect. These dosages are consistent with European
traditions [24,25,32] but much larger than doses recommended
by some modern authors [23]. During our study, participants
quickly swallowed the bitter flavored water so that exposure to
hTAS2Rs was minimal. Despite this limited exposure time some
participants spontaneously reported that the bitter taste was
present 30 minutes later. Obviously, any potential alternative
preparation must be tasted so lozenges, chewing gum or mouth
sprays may be a viable and cheaper proposition. Oddly humans
like bitter drinks, such as beer, coffee and tea, yet are much more
restrictive with bitter foods. This suggests mouth sprays may be
preferable to lozenges or chewing gum. It is likely that just as
humans learn to drink bitter tasting coffee by experiencing it’s
mentally stimulating effects [45] during or soon after drinking
, we could expect that humans receiving digestive benefits soon
after exposure to either Artemisia absinthium or Gentiana lutea
would quickly learn the positive aspects of the intake of the bitter
tastant. It has yet to be determined how repeated dosing would
affect vascular peripheral resistance. One thing is certain though
and that is that the hTAS2Rs do not become quickly exhausted
otherwise the second cup of coffee or glass of beer would taste
like water. Traditionally Gentiana lutea based aperitifs, with
alcohol content circa 20%, are common in southern France. My
local supermarket sells at least five different types which seem to
be most popular with the elderly. The greatest effect is likely to be
when drunk with ice, but that is another physiology!
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Conclusion
Through understanding the mechanism by which traditional
medicines work, we can both substantiate traditional usage and
refine our tools. We can also extend traditional preparations to
other pathologies. Our traditional knowledge base is large, but
to investigate it we need experimental models sensitive enough
to detect physiological changes that do not involve agents that
block physiological activity. The studies above are only a glimpse
of the effect bitters have on the body. Much is still to be discovered
within the chemosensory world of tastants.
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